
Title: F=ma (Fan Cart)

Purpose:
To find the effect on acceleration with different forces and mass

Background:

Materials: 

 Computer
 Logger Pro 3.5
 Sonic Ranger
 Fan Cart
 Sail
 Weight (In this case, we used my TI-84 calculator)
 Scale
 Hard, heavy solid object at least 1” thick (We used a textbook)
 At least 2 people

Procedure:
1. Turn on the computer and open Logger Pro 3.5.
2. Connect the sonic ranger to the computer.
3. Set up the sonic so the it is in a straight line with the fan cart and put the sail on the cart.
4. Test drive the fan cart.  If the fan cart is low on battery, change it.  If the fan cart veers to one 

side, then make sure it doesn't go too much to the side so that the sonic ranger cannot  “find” the 
cart.

5. Reset the fan cart so it is in line with the ranger and set it to high speed.
6. Press record in Logger Pro 3.5 and release the fan cart.
7. Repeat steps 5 and 6 with different speed with and without weights.
8. Make sure the cart and the weights are measured.

Data:

The follow graphs represents the fan cart on high speed with no extra weight.

Position:



Velocity:

Acceleration:

Table:



The following graphs will show the fan cart on high speed with my calculator.

Position:

Velocity:

Acceleration:



Table:

Pictures below will show the fan cart on low speed with no extra weights.

Position:

Velocity:

Acceleration:



Table:

Pictures below will show the fan cart on low speed with my calculator.

Position:



Velocity:

Acceleration:

Table:



General:
Position: 
A

Position: 
RMSE

Velocity: 
m

Velocity: 
RMSE

Acceleration
: RMSE

Mass Force

High 
empty

-0.1248 0.003 -0.246 0.01267 0.067 586g 144.156

High 
Calculator

-0.04857 0.002075 -0.09783 0.009 0.06009 Calculator: 
290

85.699

Low 
empty

-0.07305 0.003310 -0.1471 0.0098 0.05 86.2

Low 
Calculator

-0.0479 0.003928 -0.096 0.009086 0.03812 84.096

Observations:

On the most part, the slope of the acceleration graph is twice the A value of the position graph, due to 
the formula ½ at2.  Our RMSE value was pretty low too, but that could also be from my excellent skill 
of only curve fitting the graph so we get the lowest RMSE numbers.  Also, our graphs have a negative 
slope because the cart was headed towards the sonic ranger thus decreasing in distance over time.  Then 
in the first position graph of the fan cart on high speed with no extra weight, there was a stutter on the 
start because Sammy J wasn't being careful when she released the cart.  And, as it can be noticed, there 
is always a big jump at the end of all the velocity and acceleration graph due to the fan cart crashing 
into the textbook, coming into a sudden stop and a big hassle.  Our calculated forces are all pretty 
similar except for the cart on high when it is empty.  I remember seeing something similar in last years 
labs, but I don't remember why.

Analysis

This lab would have been much better if we had fan carts that does not go off path and a smoother 
surface.  Also, it would be nice if we could figure out what is the deal with the off the chart force for 
the fan cart on high speed with no weights.

Title: F=ma (Vernier Cart and Ramp)

Purpose:  To find the force acted on the cart at different angle.

Background:

Materials:
 Computer
 Logger Pro 3.5
 Vernier ramp
 Vernier cart
 Ruler
 Sonic ranger
 Books



Procedures:
1. Turn on the computer and open Logger Pro 3.5.
2. Connect the sonic ranger to the computer.
3. Set up the sonic ranger at the end of the Vernier ramp.
4. Lift the end of the ramp with the pulley and set it on top of some books for different angles.
5. Measure the angle of the ramp and record it.
6. Place the cart at the lifted end of the ramp and hold it there.
7. Press record in Logger Pro 3.5 and release the cart at the same time.  
8. Repeat steps 4 to 7 with different angles.

Data:

The following graphs shows our first cart at a height of 3 centimeters.
Position:

Velocity:



Acceleration:

Table:

Below is cart 2 with the ramp set at 5.7cm above surface.

Position:



Velocity:

Acceleration:



Table:

Cart three shows the ramp set at at height of 2.7cm.

Position:

Velocity:



Acceleration:

Table:

Observations:



We had a pretty low RMSE value, most likely due to my excellent skills of taking only the best part of 
the graph to create a value.  

Analysis:

I think it would be slightly more accurate if the track was perfectly fitted for the cart and that it is 
frictionless.


